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PV System Predictive Maintenance: Challenges, Current Approaches, and Opportunities
Authors: Lisa B. Bosman, Walter D. Leon-Salas, William Hutzel, and Esteban A. Soto

Abstract: Within the United States solar energy industry, there is a general 
motto of “set it and forget it” with solar energy. This notion is derived from 
much of the research and reliability studies around the photovoltaic (PV) panels 
themselves, not necessarily the PV system as a whole (including the inverter 
and other components). This implies that maintenance and regular monitoring 
is not needed. Yet many things can go wrong to cause the actual performance 
to deviate from the expected performance. If failures and/or unanticipated 
degradation issues go undetected, they will lead to reduced energy generation (and associated electricity 
credits) and/or potential loss of component warranty because of manufacturer turnover. Given the size of the 
problem and gaps with current solutions, the authors propose that PV system owners need an unbiased third-
party off-the-shelf system-level predictive maintenance tool to optimize return-on-investment and minimize 
time to warranty claim in PV installations. This paper reviews the literature highlighting challenges, current 
approaches, and opportunities for PV predictive maintenance. The paper concludes with a call to action for 
establishing a collaborative agenda toward prioritizing PV predictive maintenance.
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The Economic and Geographical Aspects of the Status of Small-Scale Photovoltaic 
Systems in Hungary—A Case Study
Authors: Gábor Pintér, Henrik Zsiborács, Nóra Hegedűsné Baranyai,  
András Vincze,and Zoltán Birkner

Abstract: The use of solar energy is an obvious choice; the energy of the 
sun is not only indispensable for most processes in nature but it is also a 
clean, abundant, sustainable, and—most importantly—universally available 
resource. Although the further spread of photovoltaic systems, which make 
use of this source of energy, is expected in the future all around the world, no 
comprehensive investigation has been conducted into the current situation 
of the small-scale photovoltaic power plants in Hungary, where this type of 
photovoltaic system is the most popular. By means of a case study, whose 
novelty lies in its focus on small-scale power plants and their complex 
examination, including economic and geographic indicators, this paper 
analyzes their status in Hungary. The study endeavors to establish the reasons for the popularity of this 
type of power plant and to identify some typical geographical locations with well-illustrated photovoltaic 
density. Residential, as well as business prosumers, were examined with the aim of learning more about 
the density of the small-scale photovoltaic systems and their geographical locations. Another goal was to 
calculate the average size of small-scale photovoltaic power plants and to gain more understanding of their 
economic aspects. The outcomes of this research include maps displaying the density of the small-scale 
photovoltaic power plants in Hungary and the results of the economic calculations for such investments.
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The use of solar energy is expected to increase around the 
world in the coming years. Particularly at middle and at low 
latitudes, it will be the main source of energy supporting 
the economy after global and local crises. Due in part to 
its reduced past environmental impact, solar energy will 
be crucial to the green production of industrial gases, a 
key factor in efficient, green, distributed energy storage. 
Solar–thermal concentration and photovoltaic plants will 
ensure distributed electrical energy production from very 
large scale to small local generation. The new industrial 
paradigms and increasing appeal of electrical mobility will 
require more green energy from the sun. This revolution 
needs to be pushed by high quality research results, both 
from academia and industrial R&D departments.

In this section, we aim to collect original and review papers 
reporting the latest advances in the broad field of solar and 
photovoltaic systems, including power generation and 
storage. We will focus on both established technologies 
applied in the real-world and prototype systems 
demonstrated on a laboratory scale. The demonstration 
of new material concepts and their application in devices 
will be of particular relevance as a way to provide the 
community with new potential solutions for future 
applications.
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Operation of the Hybrid Photovoltaic-Battery System on the Electricity Market—
Simulation, Real-Time Tests and Cost Analysis
Authors: Robert Małkowski, Marcin Jaskólski and Wojciech Pawlicki

Abstract: This paper presents research on a hybrid photovoltaic-battery 
energy storage system, declaring its hourly production levels as a member of a 
balancing group submitting common scheduling unit to the day-ahead market. 
It also discusses the variability of photovoltaic system generation and energy 
storage response. The major research questions were whether the operation of 
a hybrid photovoltaic-battery energy storage system is viable from the technical and economic viewpoint 
and how to size battery energy storage for that purpose. The DIgSILENT PowerFactory environment was used 
to develop the simulation model of postulated hybrid system. Then, tests were conducted on real devices 
installed in the LINTE^2 laboratory at Gdańsk University of Technology, Poland. Firstly, power generation 
in the photovoltaic system was modeled using hardware in the loop technique and tested in cooperation 
with emulated photovoltaic and real battery energy storage system (lithium-ion battery, 25 kWh). Secondly, 
a real photovoltaic power plant (33 kW) and real battery energy storage were applied. The results obtained 
from laboratory experiments showed that market operation of hybrid photovoltaic-battery energy storage 
system is feasible. However, developing a control strategy constitutes a great challenge, as the operator is 
forced to intervene more frequently than the simulation models indicate in order to keep the parameters of 
battery storage within accepted ranges, especially in view of a sudden weather breakdown. Levelized cost of 
electricity from photovoltaic-battery energy storage system varied from 314 to 455 $/MWh, which has proven 
to be from two to three times higher than the current annual average day-ahead market price in Poland.
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Solar Photovoltaic Tracking Systems for Electricity Generation: A Review
Authors: Sebastijan Seme, Bojan Štumberger, Miralem Hadžiselimović, and Klemen Sredenšek

Abstract: This paper presents a thorough review of state-of-the-art research 
and literature in the field of photovoltaic tracking systems for the production 
of electrical energy. A review of the literature is performed mainly for the field 
of solar photovoltaic tracking systems, which gives this paper the necessary 
foundation. Solar systems can be roughly divided into three fields: the 
generation of thermal energy (solar collectors), the generation of electrical 
energy (photovoltaic systems), and the generation of electrical energy/
thermal energy (hybrid systems). The development of photovoltaic systems 
began in the mid-19th century, followed shortly by research in the field of 
tracking systems. With the development of tracking systems, different types 
of tracking systems, drives, designs, and tracking strategies were also defined. 
This paper presents a comprehensive overview of photovoltaic tracking systems, as well as the latest 
studies that have been done in recent years. The review will be supplemented with a factual presentation 
of the tracking systems used at the Institute of Energy Technology of the University of Maribor.
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